"The time has come, " the Walrus said,
" To talk of many things:
Of shoes - and ships - and sealing-wax Of cabbages and kings And why the sea is boiling hot And whether pigs have wings. ''
Lewis Carroll
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A Tribute
Life is so fleeting;
A second in His hand.
Death is its greeting;
Eternity for man.
Why must we treat life with such contempt?
Does a flower last forever?
Is its rare beauty immortal?
Why pretend it is.
It can nip us in the bud,
Take us in full bloom;
Or, as we pray,
When we are withered and steeped with age.

I wish we had great foresight;
Then perhaps we could understand.
But we do not;
And cannot.
Just a small plot of earth,
With a jar filled with half withered flowers
Plucked in the soil.
A shadow stretching across what is now rightly his;
And a feeling of heartfelt remorse.
Life is so fleeting;
An instant in His hand.
Death was his greeting;
Eternity . . . . . . young man.
Larry C. Vogt
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HAPPINESS STREET

My neighbor is out back
raking his leaves
making believe
He's got it made with the leaves in his yard
He'll wash the car
and spank the kids
and make his wife
Pregnant
and pay the mortgage
and cover himself with
life insurance
Up the ass
and go to dinner parties in his blue suit
with the shiny pant
And buy his wife that coat she saw
and she liked
and she had to have
And then when she gets it
she'll ball him all night
even though he wants to sleep
She'll take care of him,
the leave-raker out back
who's got it made
And pretty soon
he'll go to the corner
and have a beer
and ask himself
How
he ever got it
so goddam good
John Charles Palermo
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'' Inner Mirrors''
Is it possible to write what you feel,
When words don't exactly say
What the look in one's eyes reveals,
At a time when fate brings what it may?
How often do we look into another's eyes,
When tears are falling, yet none appear?
If truth be the answer, there is no disguise,
For the answer dwells in those outward mirrors,
That everyone has, yet fail to see.
Winona Snyder

i tried not to leave
when first the lights
tempted my eyes
when
even your jars could not hold me
and mothers told
me
i wouldn't leave. not)
and if now glass
fingers brokenly hold you
and
shadows of yesterday colors
i had to
Shirley Chiosa
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Wee old man
back bent, he stands
on rocking-horse feet
insulated from the damp
by Goodyear rubbers that make
square wedges in the dusty sidewalk.
His rain parka covers blue overcoat
above cuffless trousers
terraced in layers
hanging heavily
to the street.

I wonder where he goes
when the sidewalk ends,
how he arrives at the same block
each day.
Does his wagon push slower as the
morning becomes afternoon?
Does he ever wonder what jewel-necked
pigeons think? Or does he roll over
their feathered bodies,
and with a flourish
pitch them into his cart?

This emperor of avenues
and alleys
holds an unwieldy ceegar
clenched in his teeth;
its aroma drifting
through his steel grey
moustache, lingering
and causing pleasure,
I believe,
by his grin.
The joy in his morning.

Does someone cook soup for his dinner?
I offered him a cookie, once,

that I'd decorated for the Spring
and for him.
He said no,
his stomach was full
and I could tell by his voice,
it was.
jan levenberg

How gingerly, unfalteringly
he tosses a flattened, rain-sagged
butt into his yellow barrel;
his sunshine-can on wheels.
Onward, he pursues his task,
past uncaring fold:
The rooted people who move their
planted footsteps, never.
His bristly broom barely
whisks at their toes.
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The Red Shirt
There was a series of popping sounds and then a final burst like the
explosion of a large firecracker. Fragments of bone flew about, followed
by a great wave of blood mixed with pieces of tissue. The crimson liquid
was everywhere, dripping from the walls and ceiling. Everyone in the
room had some amount of blood covering their faces or clothes, and those
sitting next to the explosion were immersed in it.
The professor stood in front of the room, unable to comprehend what
had happened. Blood was smattered on his glasses, and a large piece of
raw skin was clinging to his suitcoat.
The students were now sufficiently recovered from the i~itial shock
to look to where the boy had been sitting. His legs and body up to the
waist were still sitting grotesquely in his chair, and his right arm was on
the floor next to his feet.
He no longer existed from the waist up. The explosion had taken
place inside himself, ripping his head and his chest in a thousand directions, the force of it scattering his insides all over the room.
The student who had been sitting next to the explosion raided his
hand. The professor , who was wiping the blood off of his glasses with
his handkerchief, acknowledged him.
"Will the damage from this explosion be covered by our school insurance?" asked the student.
"No, I don't believe so." answered the professor.
"Goddamnit!" shouted the student angrily, "This is my best shirt,
too." he said, pointing to a blood-sopped sleeve.
C.]. Callahan
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The Blind

If I were blind,
I'd run in the field,
and I'd feel of the wind.

If I were blind,
Oh, if I were bliJ:i.d,
It would be like
being in a closet with no light.
Annette LaFica (Age 9)

Haiku - Americanized
Sucking .... ecstasy,
Semen the sailor of life
flowing out - freedom.
The animal dance
fertility ... rubbing thighs ;
life through thoughtless love .
Love lost forever;
gained only through tender acts.
Death is the answer.
to Gary
He was a nice kid .
I knew him when he was young,
but now lies rotting.
Believe in her love?
It is hard with a woman,

but believe I must.
When I am knees bent ,
She is my woman for time.
Then, she flees from me.
Mangialino
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Flower plots,
tailored, bear rigid fruit
in their planted graves .
Ordered as the stars
and the crackers in a box
and the hairs of
Wylie Fox's
tail.
They radiate with two-bit
splendour
like so many oriental rugs
commissioned for the taste
of a mad maharajah.
Each head, each
six-lipped jewel
is drawn upright,
nourished
by the juice of a crisp
black beetle:
His gaudy ugliness
sustains their haughty
beauty.
jan Jevenberg 0
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Behind the picket lines of temperance
Hides a decadent society of Golden Agers
Playing russian roulette with their
aluminum progeny,
"Do As I Say, Not As I Did, DidDidDidDidDidDidDidDidDidDid
Did" "didn't you vote for dewey , , , do we have to follow spiro
or will we follow the commu
" "Don't Use That Word
In This House, Do You Want Your Father To Lose His Job?"
"hell no!!!what will the Neighbors say???"
sandy berrittella

The Moment of Truth
A swirl of embroidered crimson cape
Creates a locomotive surge,
Producing a synchronism
Of sword and victim.
A soiled blade returns,
Only to reveal the bloody triumph of death.
Ole!
Diane Connelly
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Reflections on a Rock
Lightning flared, aimed, hit!
The rock folded back
and crumbled.
A shattered cliff mourned its loss
like a woman agonized
and alone .
A rock which spanned the years
of writhing storms , now lies destroyed
and scattered.
Should we seek another rock
or leave the pebbles
to the winds?
Christine Keffeler

Nudity
two people build walls
each is afraid of the others '
yet want to pull it down .
fear hinders, wastes time
each wants the wall down
but is afraid of showing emotion.
afraid of letting the other see
the naked person without the mask.
want for communication, fear
of communication
want for interaction, fear of
a close relationship.
Rosemary D. Curran
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THE CHURCH AS A PARKING LOT
Hierarchy
Higher archy
Hire Archie
Hi' ya' Archie
Did you see the Pope?
Nope?
What about those birds?
It's hard to find the words
I know
They're way up there aloft
So cushiony and soft
Aloof
Up there on the roof
Making strange decisions
Incisions
Cutting up the Church
From their velvet perch
But they do love one another
As brother loves brother
Or some other style
See how they smile?
Senile
They should be crying
The whole thing is dying
All the faithful are flying
Out of Vatican containment
To other areas
Of spiritual entertainment
John Charles Palermo
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Looking straight at the leaves of a tree,
one sees a green mass.
But looking up through a trees leaves,
to the sky,
One sees a lacy pattern, backed by blue.
Like the soul of a man.
Susan LaFica

FUNNY MONEY
Count your money, Mister Funny
Count it in your garden
Your arteries may harden
Or you might catch a cold
I gather that you' d rather not be told
As you sit there playing gayly in your gold
Your big tummy , Mister Funny
A benefit of wealth
Closely guard your health
Against all those ills
I'm betting that you're getting some new pills
As you keep mounting up those doctor bills
You big dummy, Mister Funny
Even a millionaire
Really shouldn't dare
The awesome hand of fate
It's so sad and too bad you learned too late
In a mink-lined box you now lie in state
John Charles Palermo
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The Holy Sea
The wind speaks to the sea,
cavorting with the sand.
In idleness I revolt, cast off
the !onliness.
Like a fledgling standing on the nest's edge
ready for its first.
Though many lives have been given to you,
your soul is the abode of plentiful life.
Smoke from the island, fire at sea;
Many die from within and without.
Like a worm eating the apple, the shark a thigh,
Before the fruit is ripened or you reach the shore's sky.
The waves roll in on the shore, like
fleeting thoughts through ones mind;
A churning turmoil caused from without
and upsetting in its path from within.
Cast off your yoke,
that which the great orb has destined;
Flow the way you will.
Life in a castle or, yet, also a sea.
One can fall into the moat; over the ship's side in storm
And still climb the highest tower experiencing its joy,
Or drown in the oceans slime blackened voids.
'Only the beginning'
Mangialino
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A light white haze, sits upon the lake
Maneuvering sailboats across its surface
The rhythm of waves upon the shore
The snow white crests of water
Gently kiss the rocks
Then silently disappear
and die .
The waves rush to the shore
like the armies to war
Never to return again
and ask for nothing more
Waves know not def eat
But only a silence, an unknown belief
as seaweed throbs upon a rock,
the waves continue their endless beat.
John Lyons
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Yes, and they walked on my fa ce,
said the Moon,
but we all go through phases.

High Kukus

I feel good today,
said the Child,
because I like to .

If you paddle your own canoe,
said the Ferryman,
you may become calloused.
Don't worry about turning on in time,
said the Firefly,
you'll always be a current event.

" He who fee-.:
said Lao -::
' 'must once -

To survive affluence,
said the Bartender,
some of us can only gin and beer it.

Since I don't measure time,
said the Scales,
a wait never depresses me.

When you're rough with me,
said the Golfball,
forgive me if you find me smiling.

Some acid tongues,
said Alice D.,
heal rather than corrode the spirit.
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, o matter what you dew,
said the Sun,
someone bright like me will undew it.

The man with the better grass on his side,
said the fence ,
thinks higher of me .
Watts is whats what,
said the Lamp ,
thankful for whats enlightened him.
(Or was it Ohm?)
Careless people,
said the Tree,
really burn me .
unctured, ''

l ,

~

been a bubble. "

What souled me on Jesus,
said the Jew,
was the promise of such high prophets.
In a canoe, if you don't watch yourself,
said the Guide,
it's easy to flip on the waves .
My life was oriented,
said the Cosmopolite,
quite by occident.

When I'm thirsting for companionship,
said the Moon,
I beam to sea myself.
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John R. Scarlett

Lonely as I watch the
ocean
A man with eyes as
deep as the sea,
Happy as I watch the
gulls fly,
He passes not even
noticing me.
Joanne A. Glaser

Politics
Sinking destinies of
stagnant statesmen shape
momentous cobwebs of
coiling continuities .
Christine Keffeler
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Ha! Shhheeest
You hear it on the left coming from the round;
through plastic grooves on the right and middle too the center of your mind, within.
So don't delay my friend!
Do jump into dreams, and don't forget
to right the wrongs and ways
Along the road you sound today.
Your dabble in life is no more than a wisp
of a vaporous gas escaping the main;
Make use of your clock before its' last toe (tic) .
Shoot not veinly in the dark for the answers you
seek, but ride the horse straightly over your peak.
Unforlorned the mind needs a key
to unlock the door's joints, that so infrequently creaks.
Mangialino
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Why do the cold ones make it
While those much warmer
Merely watch
and desire
Wasn't man created to want
and need warmth
Then why God
Why do the cold ones make it?
Bill Fahy
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An Appalachian Coal Mine Conversation
Wooden cigarettes baby
that's where it's at
and you can't tell
you're dyin' 'til the old man
says so. Hey
look at me down here
man and see the face of an
American dog.
I laugh when
my little kid dies of rickets
and the old lady suffocates
in the Shithouse, man
you look up and down
and say, "very deplorable"
The boss can't keep his
hat on now 'cause he lost
his ears
and hell, nobody even cares
(In Washington);
''Hey dad, the crease went
out of my stay press pants!
R. Stuart Marks
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GAME CALLED
Everyday the games
Are so much more insane
Empty faces on the street
Looking for someone to meet
Wailing babies in unwanting arms
Ladies selling lower charms
And the village idiot calling
To the troops at dawn
Go into the city
And find out what went wrong
Oh, America, where are you?
Hiding in some child's face
Whose eyes don't see
The shame and disgrace
You' re not the promised land
That we were promised
Are you, America?
America.
America!
A
mer
i

ca?
Hail Mary, full of grace ...
John Charles Palermo

Signs of Love
Dandelions in a dirty hand,
offered,
with smiling eyes.
Kisses from a wet mouth,
offered,
without being asked for .
At Xmas, school made cards,
offered,
with pride and excitment.
And lies , lies which are
offered,
so he'll be what we want.
This is our answer to his love.
Susan LaFica
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Sweat would run and burn his eyes
The hammer held in mighty fists
And bellow blew and fed the fire
While water, cooling metal, hissed.
And clothing scorched from straying flames
And muscles torn from work for two.
A full days work to mend a cog
A week or more to form a flue.
When work was done, perfection met
The artist's name the product bore
A pride of skill was evident
Upon the face the artist wore.
But , life has been improved for him
By new and most ingenious means
We ' ve traded his identity
for lifeless, intricate machines .
Machines that know his every mov e
And number him with all the rest
Machines that stole the artists brush
And drove him into self detes t.

Bill Fahy

Do you suppose big, fat,
old trees with gray-brown trunks
are here so man will realize
his smallness?
Or tha~ the small shoots of grass
which yellow and lose sweetness
with lack of sunshine
are here to let us know we are
bigger?
Or do they have nothing to do
with man in his world of
false-teeth and money?
Susan LaFica
Definitely Orangish
Why do you buy aftershave
lotion in quart bottles?
is it because of
insecurity
or do you just like the idea;
of cheering loudly,
when your daughter gets
drafted
is it because she
looks like a man
or is it because of
security.
R. Stuart Marks
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Beads
And Mrs H wears her metal love beads
jangling . . .
jangling .. .
smelling of chocolate cigarettes
they hang low
about her
and whenever she bends
over
they hang lower
And Mrs H stabbed the kid
down the street
'cause he
was queer and
had a flat nose and
was covered with chocolate
and her love beads
hung low and . . .
And Mrs H wears her bloody lo ve beads
jangling . . .
jangling . . .
and loving . . .
R. Stuart Marks
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A distant cloud
Beckons to me
Speaking words of truth
My ears so
foreign to its sound
As he moves
silence, like some
strange wind to
my mind, haunts my
immortal, for I know not
why or how.
somethings speak
without voice
others howl
with arms reaching
to the son of time
And never cease to tell
the story of life
Why must I
spend hours of contemplation?
And bellow back
with insane
jealousness
WHY?

John Lyons
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Death Horse Carriage
It had to be one of the easiest capers yet Alonzo thought, as he
climbed the stairs to his apartment. He had not really planned the warehouse job; it all seemed to fall into place nicely for him, and the six fur
coats were already sold. Five hundred dollars was only a fraction of
their worth, but the money would take care of him for at least a week.
Then the process would start over again, and he would have to pull
another job.

Alonzo closed the door and looked at the same four walls that
enclosed the dingy room. Like being stuffed into an oven; Thanksgiving
turkies had more room than he did . There were his bed, the dresser, a
sink , a clothes closet, and a tiny bathroom . Against the house rules he
had a hotplate which he used for cooking . If he could tell someone, just
what he did cook on it. Al laughed to himself.
Well a guy could not have a nice pad and support a Jones too. He
had his clothes though; clothes made the man in Alonzo's world . Ev eryone
really got taken in when he went stepping . How h e always laughed at
them! People thought so much about appearance, and Alonzo always made
a good impression - he was clean. Why, I bet I could almost pass for
an executive, or at least a successful businessman.
Alonzo snatched up the phone . It was time to give Kolby a buzz. By
the time the junk arrived it would be six o'clock, one hour , and he was
feeling tight now. He would make it though; he always did. A dime bag
was all he called for; it was fresh stuff so he was not taking any chances
getting burned. He remembered the last good deal he had been offered.
It cost him two hundred dollars , and it was mostly sugar; it had not been
Kolby, and that is what he got for going to some stranger . Boy, they
must have seen me coming, Alonzo thought.
As he hung up the phone he looked out of the window. Nothing but
a maze of interconnected rooftops and a jungle of television antennas.
Fur:her down he could see the river, but it was not a good view. Some
day I'll make it out to Frisco; he had heard it was really nice there.
Alonzo often thought that a change in surroundings might help him kick
the habit. Horse, I wonder how it got that name; must be from the kick,
and Al chortled as he ran his fingers through his wavy hair.
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Six-ten, where the hell was the guy who delivered. Finally the footsteps, then came the knock, the exchange of money, not a word spoken.
Kolby was really smart, who would ever suspect an old man of carrying
the shit. The old man reminded him of that little wine maker on the
television. Who knows, maybe the guy had a part time job; times were
hard for everyone. Now that was really funny, but there was no one to
share the joke; there never was.
·
The smack looked good, but looks were deceiving so Al had found
out. Just like the Mexican food he had tried the other night; looked nice
and smelled good, but it burned all the way down and all the way out.
He tasted a tiny bit; it seemed all right.
Alonzo kept his workd in a plastic bag which hung down in the tank
behind the toilet bowl. Who would ever think of looking there; he was
really too much for the local fuzz. They thought he was the nicest guy in
the neighborhood. It was good to have the heat on your side.
He checked everything; the aspirin cap with a handle made from a
bobby pin, the cotton was not wet, and the syringe and needles were
clean. It was time to play chef - the great Alonzo will prepare tonight.
He emptied the stuff into the cap, and added a small amount of
water; he placed a bit of the cotton in the mixture. The hotplate was
ready, so he placed the cap on it. Instantly the mixture sizzled and cooked
into a clear liquid. Alonzo put the needle point into the solution, and
drew on the other end of the syringe . Getting better he thought as almost
all the junk rose into the syringe. He swished the cotton around to pick
up all the junk. Placing the needle into the cotton he repeated the process .
All set, this is the captain, "Will you fasten your seatbelts for the take
off. We will be traveling at thirty nine thousand feet - really high."
Alonzo chose a vein in his left arm for variety. Why keep the same
old routine. The needle slipped in easy enough, and he caught the vein
without going through. Wow, he was really good tonight. Alonzo the
greatest surgeon around; someday he would be in demand. The horse
mixed with the blood in the syringe. He did this for a couple minutes to
get the full effects; the drug was hitting already.
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Damn this is good Alonzo thought as he drew out the needle. He
would have to get three hundred dollars worth later tonight. He was
flying as he started to dress. Have to be cool tonight: Alonzo was on the
make, and why not, he had the money and clothes. What else could anyone want?
Alonzo was leveling off at his predetermined altitude as he shut the
door behind him. He was whistling. Hell yes, this was really good shit,
but he still thought about Frisco .
The stuff had been dynamite, but had not lasted the length of time
Alonzo expected: the money also died at a young age, which left Alonzo
far from high and very dry inside. It was time for a fix: he could feel
his insides pull in every direction like a giant rubber band. There was
only one way to get rid of the pain, but he needed some of that damn
green God. What a bitch life was without money, and right now it did
not matter how he got it.
Alonzo called Kolby; he wanted information about where he could
pull a job. Had Kolby heard anything? Could he help with some money?
Alonzo always made good his debts. Everything was tight this week,
and his hands were tied unless Alonzo came up with some goods.
Alonzo slammed down the receiver. Goddamn him! All the goods I
have ever collected, who did I give first choice to? Things would be
different after this caper; he would sell everything himself, and find a
new pusher. Passing off your own items was risky business , but you
would end up farther ahead in the end. No one could step on Alonzo
Madeira and walk off. What did they think he was a welcome mat?
Maybe he could come up with something down on the street. It was
the middle of June, and life in the city was coming to a stand still because
of Old Sol. It was cloudy today, but the heat still bounced off sidewalks.
Anyone walking today had nothing over a hotdog on a grill. Alonzo felt
like a pancake in shoes. He started toward the poolhall.
Alonzo did not have many friends at the pool hall. His hangouts were
the local clubs and bars where he knew every pusher, pimp, junky, whore,
hustler, musician, and cop on the beat. The halls were off limits, because
most of the people, who inhabited them, were fairly straight.
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The only ones who might be able to lend a hand were California Mike
and Nero the Black. They had all grown up together except for the brief
periods that each had spent in the service. Alonzo remembered how Mike
had received his nickname; he had been stationed at the Oakland Army
Terminal across the bay from San Francisco for his two year ordeal.
With the money California saved in the Army he had opened a gas
station on the edge of Spanish Harlem. He was doing good so he seldom
worked; he hired young boys from the neighborhood who could be trusted.
So far California was correct in all his choices. He did have one fault
though; he dealt in stolen goods. California would buy low and sell high.
Nero had received his stamp from the guys. He was of Sicilian background from a town so far south that everyone kidded him about being
African. He was a truck driver for International Carrier; driving across
country and back again then take three days off. Alonzo hoped that the
Black wasn't gone on a job. Nero usually sold the goods on his way
across country that Mike bought.
Alonzo found himself in front of the hall before he realized it. His
thoughts had really taken over this time. Someday he would probably
catch a good high from a moving bus. Damn, things were not bad enough
that he had to think up shit like this. Come on man you have got to hang
on just a little while longer - it's almost licked. Soon the needle would
slip quickly and quietly into his arm. Like a kid cuts his engine and
lights as he turns into the driveway, because he is late - smooth and
easy.
As he entered Alonzo spotted California at a table in the back of the
poolhall. He walked over; greetings were exchanged, and Alonzo asked if
anything was up. Mike said things had been very cool for a while now,
and he had not dealt in anything for some time. The Black was on his
run, and was not due back for at least three more days.
California could tell from Alonzo's appearance that everything was
amiss. Alonzo was unshaven, clothes quite messy, hair uncombed, and he
was starting to shake. Without saying a word he pulled a twenty out of
his wallet, and stuck it in Alonzo's shirt pocket with a casual wink to his
old sidekick. They had been brothers of the street since childhood.
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Alonzo walked out of the hall tears starting to break at the corners
of his eyes. He swayed just a little, his vision was blurred, and the pains
had started again, but everything was all right now. He was home free;
he had only to contact Kolby again. Alonzo called from a pay phone; he
and the horse would arrive at the apartment concurrently. This done,
Alonzo was on his way down the yellow brick road to dreams.
Alonzo was just entering his own neighborhood when he saw the old
lady walking in the same direction on the opposite side of the street. He
thought for a moment and realized it would be foolish to try almost at
his doorstep, but damn it would be a quick caper. It was now seven
o'clock; everyone was just finishing supper, and not much traffic at all.
He crossed the street, and was about twenty feet behind the woman.
Alonzo, what are you doing? This is kid stuff, something a beginner
attempts not a pro. The money California gave him would be fine for
tomight, but what about tomorrow? Man, never slap a gift horse, and this
must have been sent by God. Right, that green God again; He always
came through for those that believed in Him.
Up ahead an alley and that was where he would strike. He came up
behind her, and acted as if about to pass. Quickly he grabbed her purse,
and tried to push the old lady into the alley. She clung to him and started
to screech in a cracked voice. Alonzo panicked, and pushed her harder;
the old woman twisted around as she fell, and looked him in the face.
It was a deep, hard stare of bewilderment; her eyes opened wide as she
called out his name.
Her head struck the ground and opened, painting the cement a dark
red. A collage formed from the small stones, pieces of paper, and litter
that mixed with her blood. Alonzo could not believe what was happening,
but it finally hit him. It was Mrs. Sabattini. No, shit, it can not be Goddamnit. Mrs. Sabattini - California Mike's mother. He ran; he never
stopped. He thought only how nice it must be in Frisco.
He found the small manilla envelope under the door when he arrived
home. He needed a shot so bad now, that his insides were contracting and
stretching at the same time. Alonzo thought of nothing; the old lady never
existed.
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The cooking seemed unending, and when completed he was not sure if
he could shoot himself. The syringe felt immense in his hand, and needle
point looked like a canon opening. Alonzo placed the point on the vein;
he pushed it into his arm, and could feel the coldness enter. It went
through the vein. Back off, back off man, come on you are losing control.
This never happens to Alonzo Madeira.
He backed the needle out, and carefully pushed it slowly, pushed it
ever so slowly up into the vein. He could not bungle it now; the job was
almost done. Alonzo pulled the plunger and drew blood; the blood spread
into the scag. He jiggled the syringe a little and then pushed the plunger.
Alonzo could feel the first blast already. It was warm; sending flashes
throughout his body. His muscles relaxed, releasing the grip that had encompassed his body. He was beginning to feel like the same old Alonzo
again.
As his body relaxed, his mind took over. A picture of what had
happened returned to him more vividly than while it was happening. Damn
her, it was her fault; she was supposed to let go of the purse, not resist.
Alonzo remembered when he was a child, and if she thought she was
correct no one could change her mind. Boy, she used to make the best
bread in the neighborhood. He was always the first one Mike came to
with the hot bread and butter. Jesus Christ, Mike I am sorry. How could
he ever face him?
No one saw me do it, and I am sorry. Isn't that enough? She was old;
her heart probably stopped before she hit her head. Alonzo was swimming
against the current, and all the thoughts were quickly passing him on all
sides like little fish. Feel that cool water; he would dive, deeper, deeper,
then come back to surface, realities waves breaking over his head, forcing
the breath from him, drowning him. Alonzo needed some air, but first he
would shoot the rest of the bag. Maybe this stuff was not good; his high
seemed to have worn off already.
He prepared the works again. This time he was nimble, and everything
was done quickly and correctly. He felt the first rush; it was not good,
or had he shot too much. Alonzo could not tell anymore. Everything was
blurring; he needed some air. He was almost sure that he had started for
the window before the second shot, or was it the first. The room was
moving; it was like the funny house at Coney Island.
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He reached the window, and threw it open. The cool air hit him, and
he drew a deep breath into his lungs. The bright night lights seemed to
focus on him through the window. It was the stairway to the stars for
Alonzo Madeira; he stiffened, felt himself drifting, falling downward but
zooming higher. His father was calling, and he must answer; Alonzo was
still falling. He would never feel the floor though, because it was beautiful
in San Francisco.
THE END
Mangialino
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